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Abstract 

New Zealand’s is a Pacific Island nation which experiences impacts from a wide variety of 

natural hazards including tsunami.  While large-scale, destructive tsunami have not recently 

been generated in the vicinity of New Zealand, there is a history of large local and distant 

source tsunami occurring and resulting in significant runup heights along various coastlines.  

Although tsunami have the potential to penetrate inland, the first and most severe damage will 

occur in coastal cities and communities.  Among that infrastructure that is most exposed to 

damage from tsunami is ports.  Given the criticality of ports to the economic and social well-

being of New Zealand, this research sought to assess potential tsunami impacts on existing 

New Zealand port infrastructure via a first-principles approach consisting of three steps.  First, 

tsunami propagation models were developed for each of New Zealand’s 13 major ports.  

Second, tsunami loading characteristics were derived from a variety of design standards and 

experimental modelling.  Finally, structural wharf models were developed to represent New 

Zealand infrastructure and tested against the tsunami loads to calculate predictive damage 

states.  The results of this work included both detailed tsunami hazard information for the 

respective ports and the generalised damage states that could be linked back to specific ports. 

 

1. Introduction 

New Zealand’s position along the Pacific “Ring of Fire” exposes it to a variety of destructive 

natural hazards including earthquakes, volcanoes, and tsunami.  Tsunami have become a 

particular point of focus in recent years as a result of large and damaging events such as the 

2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, the 2011 Tohoku Tsunami, and the 2018 Palu Tsunami.  While 

these large events have not borne great impacts on New Zealand’s coastline, New Zealand does 

have an extensive history of tsunami hazards including more than 40 documented events over 

the past 165 years.  Though most of these have been insignificant in scale, damaging tsunami 

have occurred that would bear greater consequences today with the continuing development 

and growth of coastal settlements.   

Ports are one category of infrastructure that presents an immediate risk from tsunami impacts 

as a result of their inherent position along the coast.  In New Zealand, ports facilitate domestic 

and international shipping that most major industries rely on and have been declared a critical 
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lifeline by the Civil Defense and Emergency Management Act of 2002 due to their role in 

receiving and processing aid shipments following disasters.  Ports entail a wide variety of 

infrastructure components in terms of functionality and structural characteristics but one of the 

most fundamental components is wharves, damage to which would compromise the operability 

of the entire port.  This research sought to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the structural 

impacts on New Zealand wharves from tsunami.  As the dominant wharf typology in New 

Zealand is open, reinforced concrete, and pile-supported these characteristics were central in 

the evaluation.  As no existing studies have provided a similarly comprehensive assessment, a 

first principles approach was adopted in which information about New Zealand wharves was 

compiled, tsunami load characteristics were derived, site-specific propagation models were 

developed in order to determine associated hazard parameters, and computational structural 

wharf models were analysed against the loading characteristics.   

New Zealand’s international and domestic inter and intra-island shipping markets are 

dominated by 13 major commercial ports, the names and locations of which are shown in 

Figure 1.  Figure 2 provides the value of cargo passing through each of New Zealand’s main 

ports for the 2015-2016 financial year (Statistics NZ 2016) which gives a comparative view of 

the size and criticality and Table 1 provides further details of those ports including the principle 

industries serviced by them and a broad summary of the facilities present in each.   

             
Figure 1: Locations of the 13 major New Zealand ports on the North Island (left) and South Island (right) 

 
Figure 2: Value of imports and exports passing through each New Zealand port in the 2015-2016 financial year 
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Table 1: Major New Zealand ports, their key industries, and facilities present 

 

 

2. Propagation Modelling 

Previous studies have investigated either generalized tsunami hazards along New Zealand 

coastlines (Power 2013) or the specific tsunami hazards for a limited number of ports (Borrero 

& Goring 2015a, Borrero et al. 2015b).  Power reported potential tsunami heights for all of 

New Zealand but based those findings on the results of propagation models over 20-kilometre 

lengths of the coastline.  The maximum amplitude reported for a particular region is the 

maximum within that 20-kilometre span which likely occurs outside of the port boundaries for 
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those segments in which they lie.  The national tsunami hazard assessed in this report in shown 

in Figure 3.   

 

Figure 3: National tsunami hazard, modified from Power (2013) 

Though informative, the aforementioned analyses were insufficient for providing a nationwide 

tsunami hazard assessment for the ports, hence the need for site specific propagation modelling.  

Given the intent of this research, each of the sites denoted in Figure 1 was modelled.  Tsunami 

layers at these sites were developed using the Community Modelling Interface for Tsunami or 

ComMIT, a tool which produces water level and current speed estimates for tsunami based on 

a database of precomputed unit source models which can be augmented and combined to 

generate unique tsunami sources.  Two types of information are required to generate tsunami 

models through ComMIT, detailed bathymetric maps and a seismic source model. 

For this study, bathymetric grids were developed for each of the port locations evaluated based 

primarily on topographic and bathymetric data from the Land Information New Zealand 

(LINZ) Data Service.  In some locations, additional LIDAR data was available on a one metre 

scale from local councils which was generally sufficient for producing the requisite regional 

topography.  ComMIT utilises a system of three nested grids to balance propagation model 

results and runtime.  For this study, each location consisted of a large bathymetric grid with a 

500-metre spacing between nodes, a middle grid with 150 metre spacing, and a fine grid with 

ten metre spacing.  Thus, for the finest grid immediately surrounding the port, water level and 

current speed data was calculated at a ten metre resolution.   

Defining a seismic source model requires defining the location and dimensions of the slip plane 

and either the slip distance or moment magnitude of the earthquake.  To provide a 

comprehensive overview of tsunami hazards, several moment magnitude earthquakes were 
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chosen and applied to both local and distant subduction zones for each port.  For local source 

tsunami, earthquake moment magnitudes ranged from Mw 7.0 – 9.0 at increments of 0.5 while 

for distant source scenarios the magnitudes ranged from Mw 8.0 – 9.5 at the same increments.  

In both cases, the lower end of these ranges represented the point below which tsunami were 

negligible within the ports while the upper end represented the upper limit of earthquakes that 

the respective subduction zones are expected to produce.  The magnitude of the earthquake can 

be approximately connected to the size of the slip plane by applying an average stress drop 

across Pacific Ocean subduction zone segments and the equations derived by Abe (1975).  In 

defining source locations, one local and one distant scenario location was chosen for each port 

based on Power’s (2013) source analysis which represented the local and distant subduction 

zones that Power contends are most likely to produce tsunami at each location.  Figures 4 

summarize the source locations used for each port.   

 

Figure 4: Distant and local tsunami source locations for each port included in propagation modelling 

The result of each propagation model was a water level and current speed grid for each time 

step of each analysis.  In order to determine the local maxima, the maximum water level and 

current speed at each node in the grid was isolated and plotted.  Sample maximum water level 

and current speed plots for Northport are shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Sample maximum water level (left) and current speed (right) plots for Northport 
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From these water level and current speed grids developed for each unique scenario, the ultimate 

maxima were extracted and are summarized via the plots in Figures 6 and 7, thus indicating 

the potential hazards associated with each port. 

 
Figure 6: Maximum water levels in the port for each unique local tsunami source analysis (left) and distant 

tsunami source analysis (right) 

 
Figure 7: Maximum current speeds in the port for each unique local tsunami source analysis (left) and distant 

tsunami source analysis (right) 

 

3. Tsunami Loading 

Tsunami loads are generally broken down into a number of fundamental components which 

can be categorized as either lateral or vertical loads.  These two fundamental categories of 

tsunami loading both comprise a state of high-magnitude initial impact and subsequent, 
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sustained hydrodynamic loading.  Note that the primary hazard metric against which most 

equations evaluate loading is bore height though some also incorporate velocity components. 

Quantification of lateral tsunami loading has received a greater research focus compared to 

vertical loading, as vertical loading is relevant only to certain types of infrastructure.  

Additionally, the load magnitudes associated with lateral loading are generally greater though 

the comparative potential for resulting damage depends on the nature of each component of the 

structure.  Due to the relative lack of information regarding vertical loading, particularly uplift, 

in current standards, the load magnitudes for horizontal components were derived from design 

standards whereas the uplift loading was derived from experimental studies.    

 

3.1.      Load Magnitudes 

A number of design standards assign approximations to various tsunami loading components.  

Among those standards investigated include the Coastal Construction Manual (FEMA 2011), 

City and County of Honolulu Building Code (CCH 2000), and Guidelines for the Design of 

Structures for Vertical Evacuation for Tsunami (FEMA 2012).  Each of these publications 

provides quantifications for lateral hydrodynamic loads and wave slam which are summarised 

in Table 2.   

Table 2: Wave slam and hydrodynamic load equations presented in various design standards 

 CCH 2000 FEMA 2011 FEMA 2012 

Wave Slam (Fs) 𝐹𝑆 = 4.5𝜌𝑔ℎ2𝑤 𝐹𝑆 = 𝜌𝑔𝐶𝑆𝑑ℎ𝑤 𝐹𝑆 = 1.5 ∗ 𝐹𝐷 

Hydrodynamic 

Load (FD) 𝐹𝐷 =
𝜌𝐶𝐷𝐴𝑢

2

2
 𝐹𝐷 =

𝜌𝐶𝐷𝐴𝑢
2

2
 

𝐹𝐷 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝐷𝑤(ℎ𝑢

2)𝑚𝑎𝑥 

 

 

In the above equations, ρ represents fluid density, g is the acceleration of gravity, h is the bore 

height, w is the width of the inundated face, Cs is the slam coefficient, CD is a drag coefficient, 

A is the area of the submerged surface, and u is the flow velocity. 

Chen et al. (2016) provides the primary source for uplift load approximations.  The 

experimental studies produced time series for uplift loading on a scale wharf model set on a 

variable artificial slope which clearly illustrated initial impact and steady state phases.  A 

number of bore heights were tested relative to the height of the wharf deck which could be 

scaled to the heights applied in this research.  Chen’s final equations for impact and steady 

state pressures normalized against equivalent hydrostatic loading are given in Equations 1 and 

2:     

𝑝𝑞

𝜌𝑔ℎ𝑏
= 𝐶3 −

ℎ𝑑

ℎ𝑏
 Eq. 1 

𝑝𝑓

𝜌𝑔ℎ𝑏
= (cot 𝜃 + 𝐶2) ∗ ln [

ℎ𝑏

ℎ𝑑
∗ (

1

2
𝐹𝑟𝑏

2 + 1 −
1

2
𝑘1𝐹𝑟𝑏

2)] Eq. 2 

where pq is the steady state loading, pf is the impact loading, hb is the tsunami bore height, hd 

is the deck height, θ is the slope on which the wharf rests, k1 is an energy loss coefficient, C2 

and C3 are coefficients, and Frb is the Froude number. 
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3.2.      Tsunami Bore Heights 

As this was intended to be a representative study, the range of bore heights tested against the 

models is consistent with anticipated wave heights throughout New Zealand based on the 

propagation models.  Thus the wave heights tested in this study range from a minimum of two 

metres to a maximum of ten metres.  Tsunami below two metres resulted in insignificant 

damage to the wharf models and thus two metres was chosen as a minimum.   

 

4. Structural Modelling 

The structural modelling component of this research sought to apply the previously discussed 

tsunami loading characteristics to wharf models representative of existing New Zealand 

infrastructure in order to compute resulting damage states.  Because ports in New Zealand are 

competitive, private entities, no attempt was made to recreate specific wharves from specific 

ports but rather a generalised approach was adopted.  The primary source of information in 

developing wharf models was construction drawings and reports obtained from each of the 

respective ports and from Archives New Zealand.  Once these sources were obtained, 

geometric, material, geotechnical, and structural characteristics were collated and used to 

produce generalised models based on typical or recurring features. 

Structural wharf models used in the damage state analysis were developed in OpenSees.  A 

two-dimensional model was used in this analysis, as the form of an open-style wharf repeats 

itself (in bays) along the shoreline. By assuming propagation of the tsunami bore in line with 

each bay of the wharf, a single line of piles perpendicular to the shoreline was modelled. A 

two-dimensional model only allows for examination of stresses and application of loads 

horizontally and vertically, but not out of plane.  Figure 8 depicts the generic wharf model 

employed in this research with some key details highlighted which will be discussed in more 

detail in the following sections. 

 

4.1.     Geometric Characteristics 

The base structural model represents an open-style, pile supported wharf.  While solid fill 

wharves are present in limited number, the overwhelming majority of New Zealand wharves 

are open-style.  In addition to consistent use of open structures, many dimensions and 

geometric characteristics are relatively constant over time, hence the use of a single base model 

with variable properties.  The geometry of each wharf model consisted of six reinforced 

concrete piles, a pile cap, and a deck.  The piles are embedded into a shore slope at a 45-degree 

angle.   
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Figure 8: Details of representative wharf model employed in this research with dimensions and details of 

elements, connections, and foundation model  

 

4.2.      Material Models 

Wharf structures in New Zealand consist primarily of reinforced concrete, particularly at large 

ports.  Details of the existing concrete and steel material properties in New Zealand wharves 

are difficult to obtain and not available in much of the port documentation.  Thus estimates 

were relied upon by examining historical design from the era of construction of various 

wharves when specific details were not available. 

Minimum concrete compressive strength has increased periodically in New Zealand concrete 

structures design standards and in practice.  Port documentation suggests that wharf structures 

from the earliest eras were designed with concrete based on compressive strengths of between 

25.7 and 38.6 MPa.  This compressive strength is consistent with the current minimum of 25.7 

MPa and exceeds those of even the most recent revisions to the concrete structure design 

standards (NZS 2006).  As a conservative estimate, 25.7 MPa was generally applied to wharf 

models for older structures and 30 MPa was implemented for more recent structures.  

Additional considerations were made for the long-term aging trends of concrete which applies 

to most structures here.  NZSEE (2006) utilized a series of studies (Priestley 1995, Park 1996, 

Presland 1999) on the 30-year strength of specimens taken from various reinforced concrete 

structures to recommend a conservative value of 1.5 times the 28-day compressive strength be 

adopted for the purposes of modelling aged concrete.   

The New Zealand steel reinforcement design standard has been updated several times, 

including in 1963, 1975, and 1989.  Infrastructure built prior to 1962 is more difficult to assess, 

though it has been suggested that grade 227 steel is generally a reasonable assumption (NZSEE 

2006).  In 1962, the specified minimum yield strength for steel reinforcement was 227 MPa 

(NZS 1962) but this was increased to 275 MPa in an amendment to the same standard.  A 
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further modification was introduced in 1964 which introduced grade 414 steel for construction 

that would be required to withstand greater seismic loads (NZS 1964).  Since that time, two 

grades of steel have been consistently specified in New Zealand steel reinforcement design 

standards.   From 1975 until 1989, the two steels in use were grades 275 and 380 (NZS 1975) 

and from 1989 until 2001 were 300 and 430 (NZS 1989).  Since 2001, the New Zealand steel 

reinforcement design standard has specified two grades, 300 and 500 (AS/NZS 2001).  In site 

tests, recorded yield strengths have generally been higher than their specified values (Chapman 

1991).  NZSEE (2006) suggests that for the purposes of modelling, a 1.08 modification factor 

should be applied to lower characteristic values.  Rather than modelling transverse 

reinforcement explicitly, a confined concrete model was adopted to represent the augmented 

concrete strength inside the hoops (Mander et al. 1988). 

OpenSEES features several concrete and steel materials that may be applied to structural 

models.  For the purposes of this research, the chosen concrete model was Popovics Concrete 

Model (Popovics 1973) while steel reinforcement was represented by a Dodd-Restrepo 

material model (Dodd & Restrepo-Posada 1995). 

 

4.3.      Section Properties 

Pile section properties, which collectively consist of materials, rebar layout and dimensions, 

and shape and dimensions of the section, vary greatly throughout New Zealand presently and 

historically.  All of these characteristics have changed overtime and while there has been great 

variation at any particular time, some designs have proven more representative of certain eras.  

Design variations have occurred for many reasons though one governing factor is advancement 

in seismic design and knowledge of New Zealand’s seismicity.  Five pile section types were 

ultimately tested: one representative section for the period prior to 1963 and two sections each 

for the periods 1963 to 1989 and 1989 to 2001, one for low seismicity regions and one for high 

seismicity regions.  Furthermore, both square and circular piles are common and so variations 

of both section shapes were developed, though pile caps were always represented as square 

elements.   

 

4.4.      Soil Model 

 Data from geotechnical site investigations was collated from nearly every major port in 

New Zealand to characterise typical soils encountered.  Results suggested significant variation 

in soil properties between ports and within ports as well.  To provide a simple representation 

of the effect of different soil profiles on the performance of wharves, four single-layered soil 

profiles were defined to represent loose sand, dense sand, soft clay, and stiff clay. Properties 

of each of the soil types were defined based on the site investigation data and are summarized 

in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Summary of soil properties for simplified soil profiles. 

 Loose Sand Dense Sand Soft Clay Stiff Clay 

Saturated Unit 

Weight (kN/m3) 
1.75 2.15 1.4 2.0 

Angle of 

Internal Friction 
30 45 - - 

Undrained 

Shear Strength 

(kPa) 

- - 50 150 

 

Given the variation in soil types implemented in the models, methods for deriving the soil 

characteristics for both cohesive and cohesionless soils were adopted.  The characteristics of 

the soil surrounding each pile were modelled using a spring bed approach. A P-y soil model 

approach was adopted to represent the lateral soil response, and was based either on the 

Matlock (1970) curve for clay or the API (2003) curve for sand.  T-z and Q-z models were 

used to characterise the vertical soil response, representing side friction of the pile and soil 

bearing at the end of the pile respectively.  Both are defined in a similar manner to that of the 

P-y curve though the T-z response is based on Reese and O’Neill’s (1999) relationship for soft 

clay and Mosher’s (1984) relationship for sand while the Q-z response is based on Reese and 

O’Neill’s (1999) relationship for soft clay and Vijayvergiya's (1977) relationship for sand.  

  

4.5.      Structural Representations 

Piles, pile caps, and deck members were modelled using a force (nonlinear) beam-column.  

These types of beam-columns consider the spread of plasticity throughout the entire element 

via a predefined number of integration points along the element’s length rather than 

concentrating deformations at the member’s ends.   

Many wharves contain extended strand moment resisting connections where reinforcing 

strands extend from the pile and into the pile cap or deck.  This connection type was 

implemented as a series of zero length members with assigned material characteristics 

equivalent to the reinforcing steel.  Since the steel is the material providing the connection and 

the majority of elevated tension would be carried by steel, this was deemed an appropriate 

representation.   

 

4.6.      Tsunami Load Application 

The wharf structures comprise several elements connected by nodes.  At each node, a tsunami 

load time series was applied that consisted of both an initial peak impact and a sustained steady-

state load, seen in Figure 9 (a) for the lead pile and Figure 9 (b) for each subsequent pile, the 

timing of which are based on the load profiles from Chen (2016). The same time series was 

applied to the whole structure but was staggered to begin at variable time steps to account for 

the travel time to each node, based on the theoretical velocity of the tsunami and the distance 
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between the piles.  As both the lateral and vertical loads consist of impact and steady-state 

phases, similar procedures were used in their developments.   

 
Figure 9: Generic tsunami loading time series for first pile (a) and subsequent piles (b) 

 

4.7.      Structural Modelling Outputs 

Damage in the wharf elements arose primarily as a result of a combination of uplift on the deck 

and large bending moments in the piles causing excessive axial tension.  Resulting damage 

states were derived for each wharf model by collating and examining the stresses and strains 

at each integration point in each element and isolating the maximum values.   

1. Elastic – An element falling within the elastic state has not surpassed the elastic phase on 

the stress-strain response at any point in its cross section.  

2. Cracked – Applies to elements where the tensile stress in the concrete has exceeded the 

modulus of rupture, thus resulting in tension cracking.   

3. Yield – Applies to elements where the internal tensile stress in the reinforcing bar exceeds 

the yield strength.   

4. Fracture – Applies to elements where tensile stress in the reinforcement exceeds the 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and corresponding strain, causing the steel to fracture.   

Each element in each unique wharf model was assigned the damage state corresponding with 

the maximum stress and strain in the section under the applied loading, as in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10: Sample plot showing element damage states for wharf 

Following the derivation of damage states on an element level, comprehensive damage states 

were chosen to describe the damage to the whole structure.  These damage states are intended 

to provide an illustration of the structural damage to each unique wharf typology under each 

tsunami loading case but do not necessarily indicate where that damage occurs.  The damage 

states used to assess the structure were as follows: 

1. Concrete Cracks – Similar to the cracking element damage state but indicates 

simply that cracking occurred somewhere in the structure.   

2. Pile Yielding – Indicates that reinforcing steel has yielded somewhere in the 

structure.  

3. Pile Fracture – At the associated wave height, steel has fractured somewhere in the 

structure.  

4. Severe Damage, Partial Fracture in Half of Piles – Indicates at least three piles have 

experienced partial fracture.  Partial fracture was defined as fracture of some 

reinforcing strands but not the entire pile. 

5. Severe Damage, Complete Fracture in Half of Piles – Indicates at least three piles 

have completely fractured, thus greatly reducing the bearing capacity of the 

structure.   

These comprehensive damage states were assigned to each unique modelling scenario and the 

results are presented in Figures 11-14. 
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Figure 11: Comprehensive wharf damage states for loose sand soil model scenarios 

 
Figure 12: Comprehensive wharf damage states for dense sand soil model scenarios 
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Figure 13: Comprehensive wharf damage states for soft clay soil model scenarios 

 
Figure 14: Comprehensive wharf damage states for stiff clay soil model scenarios 

Most inputs to the models had great impact on the performance of the structures.  The era tested 

and corresponding material characteristics had the greatest isolated impact on performance, as 

indicated by the great variation in resulting damage states when all other inputs are constant.  

High strength steel performs much better than low strength and given the augmented strength 

of steel in later eras, newer wharves are expected to perform better.  Soil types also have a large 

impact with the cohesionless soils generally performing better than the cohesive soils.  Finally, 

square piles performed superior to circular piles in all equivalent cases. 
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Based on observations of the element damage states, significant damage was spread throughout 

much of the wharf structures, particularly under larger wave heights.  However, the most 

significant damage was consistently present in two locations where there were high bending 

moment concentrations: immediately beneath the pile-pile cap connections and along the 

ground surface, as shown in Figure 15.  The concentrations near the top of the pile are generally 

larger and more prone to result in fracture. 

 
Figure 15: Locations of consistent high stresses in wharf models 

 

5. Conclusions 

This research has presented a first principles approach to assessing tsunami impacts on pile-

supported wharves.  Given the lack of information on each component necessary to produce 

these impact models, three distinct phases of work were pursued: propagation modelling within 

the major New Zealand port environments, determination of tsunami loading characteristics, 

and development of computational structural models to represent generalised New Zealand 

wharves.  The outputs of such efforts were a set of maximum water level and current speed 

data for each major New Zealand port under a variety of tsunami inundation scenarios and 

damage state information for various wharf typologies under tsunami ranging from two to ten 

metres in bore height.  In general, New Zealand’s east coast is far more susceptible to tsunami 

inundation and the damage that would result.  Though no existing wharves were modelled 

explicitly due to commercial sensitivity, the generalised models give an indication regarding 

the damage that may arise under those tsunami inundation scenarios.  The wharf constructions, 

material characteristics, and geotechnical characteristics play a large role in the performance 

of the wharves as evidenced by large variations in that performance under identical loading 

scenarios.  The primary consistency in the structural modelling is that damage occurs 

frequently at the top of the pile near the connection to the pile cap and where the pile meets the 

ground level. 
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